
COMPARISON MATRIX

PERSONAL COLLABORATION
Logitech® headsets and earbuds are designed to 
work seamlessly with leading video conferencing 
platforms, giving you an enhanced video 
collaboration experience. With the power to 
control your acoustic environment, the Zone 
portfolio empowers you to take the call, jump into 
the meeting, and get into the zone no matter 
where or how you work.   

LOGITECH ZONE PORTFOLIO
Hybrid work requires solutions designed for all types of users and work environments. Regardless of 
your style or connectivity preference, the Zone portfolio has a device that works the way you do.

Logitech Zone portfolio is certified to work with leading video calling platforms like Microsoft Teams, 
Google Meet, Google Voice and Zoom, making it easy to connect across devices and applications. 
Plus, advanced noise-canceling microphones pick up your voice, not the noise around you, so you’re 
heard clearly wherever you work.

Clear, distraction free listening experience seamlessly takes you from video calls to dedicated focus 
time so you can get into the zone and get stuff done. 

Whether for collaboration, communication, or concentration, the Zone portfolio is made for the 
way you work. 



Product Name ZONE WIRED EARBUDS ZONE WIRED ZONE VIBE WIRELESS ZONE WIRELESS (PLUS) ZONE TRUE WIRELESS

Wearing Style In-ear stereo On-ear stereo Over-the-ear stereo On-ear stereo In-ear stereo

Connectivity 3.5mm audio jack3, USB-C + USB-A 
adapter4 USB-C + USB-A adapter4 USB-C receiver + USB-A adapter, 

Bluetooth® (version 5.2)

USB-A receiver or Unifying + audio 
receiver5, USB-C adapter, Bluetooth® 

(version 5.0)

USB-A receiver + USB-C adapter, 
Bluetooth® (version 5.0)

Range 4.8 ft/ 1.45 m cable length 6.3 ft /1.9 m cable length Up to 100 ft /30 m wireless (open field line of sight)6

System Compatibility Windows, macOS, or ChromeOS Windows, macOS, ChromeOS, iOS or Android Bluetooth® enabled device

Audio Quality Dynamic EQ with wideband audio 

Noise Isolation Passive Active (ANC) & passive

Noise Canceling Mic Dual MEMS mic array with DSP Dual ECM mics with DSP Dual omnidirectional MEMS mic with beamforming technology Dual MEMS mic array plus an inward-
facing mic

Mic Boom Embedded Flexible & rotates 270° Flexible Flexible & rotates 270° Embedded

Mute Indicator Red (on in-line controller); Voice prompts Red (on receiver); Voice prompts

In-Call Notification White LED (on in-line controller)7 White LED (on receiver)7

Controls In-line controls In-line controls; Flip-to-mute mic boom On-ear controls; Mute button on mic boom & flip-to-mute mic boom Touch controls on earbuds

Battery Life (Talk time) - - Up to 18 hours8 Up to 14 hours (ANC on);  
Up to 15 hours (ANC off)8

Up to 5 hrs (ANC on);  
Up to 6 hrs (ANC off)8

Charging Time - - 2 hrs Earbuds: 2.5 hrs
Case: 2.5 hrs

Software Support  Logi Tune    Logitech Sync

2-Year Limited Hardware Warranty 

Part #

Zone Wired Earbuds (UC version):
Graphite: 981-001012

Zone Wired Earbuds (Teams version):
Graphite: 981-001008

Zone Wired (UC version):
981-000876

Zone Wired (Teams version):
981-000871

Zone Vibe Wireless (UC version): 
Graphite: 981-001198

Zone Vibe Wireless (Teams version):
Graphite: 981-001156

Zone Wireless (UC version):
981-000913 

Zone Wireless (Teams version):
981-000853 

Zone Wireless Plus (UC version):
981-000918

Zone Wireless Plus (Teams version):
981-000858

Zone True Wireless: 
Graphite: 985-001081

LOGITECH ZONE PORTFOLIO FOR BUSINESS

Logitech Zone headsets and earbuds are certified for Microsoft Teams1, Google Meet, Google Voice and Zoom. They also work with other popular meeting and calling platforms2 to ensure seamless integration 
in the workplace.

1  Zone Wired meets Microsoft’s premium microphone for open office requirement
2  Popular platforms such as BlueJeans, GoToMeeting, and RingCentral. Refer to www.logitech.com/lcp for current list of program participants
3 Mic and audio quality will convert to analog with 3.5 mm connector
4 Only use the USB-A adapter with the provided headset
5 For Zone Wireless Plus version
6 Wireless range may vary based on environmental and computing conditions
7 Purple LED for Teams version
8 Battery life may vary based on environmental and computing conditions
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